The oil film flow in large journal bearings usually transits from laminar flow to turbulent one with increase in shaft speed. This paper presents a new turbulent THL (thermo-hydrodynamic lubrication) model based on the low-Reynolds-number k-ε model to predict the performance of such bearings, while conventional turbulent THL models are based on the mixing length theory. The static performance of a four-pad tilting pad journal bearing of a real size is predicted with the new turbulent THL model and the predictions are found to agree well with the measurements presented in the open literature, including the temperature inflection characteristics of maximum pad surface temperature, a hump increase of minimum oil film thickness corresponding to the temperature inflection with shaft speed and also a steep increase of friction loss resulting from the transition to the turbulent flow of the oil film with increase in shaft speed. The new turbulent THL model is also shown to give the predictions comparable with those with the conventional turbulent THL model. However, the program developed by applying the new model is found to give the predictions surely, when compared with the one applying the conventional model. It is concluded that the new turbulent THL model can replace the conventional one in designing the turbulent journal bearings. 
Expression of temperature-viscosity relation of lubricant
Balance of moment about pad pivot P δ Balance of bearing load and oil film reaction force P 
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から求める．式（15）から式（18）までにおける定数とモデル関数は，AN モデル（阿倍他，1992）では，
0.09 
